BLOOD BOOSTER LIQUID & GEL®
The ultimate red blood cell promoter.
- provides the nutritional requirements for all stages of development and production for optimum R.B.C. levels
- a “quick release” formulation containing copper and iron as M.A.A.C.S., folic acid, B vitamins, cobalt and additional ingredients to boost R.B.C. levels under all the conditions that performance horses operate in
- the ideal product for horses recovering from illness anaemia or other similar debilitating conditions
- blood booster is a haematinic product, available in two forms, either as a highly palatable liquid, or a handy gel in a syringe with a high energy, fast-acting basal source providing that necessary extra “boost” to give the performance horse that “vital edge”
- ensures the maintenance of optimum oxygen parameters and the supply to the muscles to boost and maintain maximum power
- mares, both pre and post foaling will benefit from the product along with foals, also stallions prior to covering.

BREEDERS SPECIAL®
Essential nutrients for mare & foal.
- all fertility & gestation parameters boosted
- enhances lactation & colostrum production
- provides excellent food conversion by the inclusion of Scfos and other digestion promoters and enhancers
- minimises digestive disturbances including organ crowding in the latter stages of the pregnancy
- the immune system is enhanced on a number of levels
- the product is compatible with all compound feeds
- stallions fed the product will be assured of being in peak condition prior to covering
- the provision of the product throughout the growing of the foal & yearling will ensure optimum health and continued development.

All of our products meet Jockey Club, FEI and HSI rules and regulations and have NO WITHDRAWAL PERIOD.

BLEED FREE®
Protection from all capillary problems.
- protects and reinforces the delicate capillaries whilst enhancing their flexibility, and helping to reduce the blood’s overall viscosity
- reduces the “stickiness” of the red blood cells, whilst aiding the integrity, elasticity and maintenance of the cell membrane walls
- reduces the incidence of endogenous noxae, which internally can cause inflammation from agents that include the pressure of the blood itself and heat
- provides enhanced nutrient and oxygen distribution to all part’s of the horse’s circulation system that includes the extremities where problems frequently are encountered
- enhanced blood circulation during hard training and events, aids subsequent “post event” recovery.

F-C-R®
The definitive “food conversion” product.
- boosts the assimilation of all types of feedstuffs forages and supplements by the inclusion of “nucleated amino acids”
- strengthens and promotes all types of muscle growth, whilst aiding “free radical” and lactic acid removal
- provides unique and highly effective ulcer control by a number of mechanisms
- reduces the risk of all types of colic developing by aiding the maintenance of an optimum digestive environment
- the inclusion of MOS promotes the removal of pathogenic bacteria
- contains a unique blend of probiotics, digestive enzymes, multi-saccharides & vitamins to ensure optimum food conversion
- has “broad spectrum anti-viral” properties
- highly palatable to all horses and “picky eaters”.

VOIDING POWDER®
Maintains healthy kidney and digestive function
- a well established preparation to assist in maintaining the healthy function of the kidneys and digestive system whilst gently aiding the elimination of waste products. Minimises the dangers of eruptions, reduces blood impurities and invigorates the system.

IMMUNE PLUS GEL®
The powerful immune booster in a syringe.
- the equine immune system is, by the nature of the stresses that the professional performance race horse encounters, under constant pressure and attack. Immune plus gel is formulated to comprehensively boost the “innate” and “adaptive” elements of the system on many levels to provide a board spectrum of protection and alleviate of a wide range of pathogenic conditions with viral and bacterial causes.
- recent research is showing that performance less than optimum levels expected is often caused by non-symptom viral conditions.

SUPPLEMENTARY PRODUCTS
TRACE BOOST® - the latest chelated minerals of the highest potency
COOL PLUS® - convenient spray to soothe muscles & sprains
COOL® - a clay based poultice to rapidly soothe muscles & sprains
TRAINERS SPECIAL® - minerals, blood building & food conversion
ELECTO-AID GEL® - user friendly to rapidly restore mineral imbalances
ELECTO-AID POWER® - hard training and racing mineral balance restoration
PHYTO-FIT PLUS® - detoxifies and lowers neutrophil levels CLASIC HOOF® - amino acids & biotin for healthy hooves
TISSUE REPAIR® - excellent in difficult situations, fly repellent, antiseptic.
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Ardmore Natural Care Ltd. is a family owned and managed company, developing, producing & marketing a comprehensive range of high quality supplements for the professional equine breeding and performance markets.

PRODUCT RANGE:
- Trainers Special Gel® - Minerals, vitamins & natural Vitamin E power production for performance horses
- Gastro® - Ucer Control
- Purify Gel® - Organ detoxification
- Trace Gel® - The ultimate in mineral technology for Mare, Foal & Young stock
- Trace-Boost Liquid® - Synergistic blend of minerals
- Blood Booster Liq. & Gel® - R.B.C.’s oxygen & nutrients boosted
- Breeders Special® - Gives the best start from conception to birth in vitamin & mineral technology
- Bleed Free® - Capillary protection & integrity maintained
- F-C-R® - Food Conversion / effective ulcer & colic control
- Immune Gel® - Powerful immune booster
- Voiding Powder® - Maintains healthy kidneys & digestive function.

SPECIALIST SERVICES INCLUDE:
- soil, water and forage analyses
- special product mixes designed to cope with individual stable/ stud farm needs including excess molybdenum

All of our products address the extreme but daily nutritional demands of horses in their normal working environment.

Ardmore products now contain their exclusive F-C-R® premix, working on a sub-nucleic acid level to further boost all nutrient absorption.

TRAINERS SPECIAL GEL®
For performance horses.
- a unique blend of vitamins & minerals in a syringe
- contains high levels of natural Vitamin E, d-a-tocopherol and y-tocopherol to reduce RNSO free radicals and cox 2 inflammatory agents
- has excellent total mineral absorption characteristics
- contains a readily utilisable vegetable energy source
- rapidly drops the cpg-mm’s enzyme levels.
- boosts oxygen carrying parameters
- tying up (azoturia) and muscle problems are reduced
- Vitamin C as ester C® enhances the absorption of iron.

GASTRO®
Equine ulcers in horses represents a major problem in young stock and adult horses.
- a new concept in the control and reduction of equine ulcers and related problems
- symptoms associated with ulcers i.e. colic of all types are rapidly eased
- no interference or reduction of the stomach’s acid pump
- contains natural antibiotics & agents supporting mucosal integrity by active ingredients including phytonutrients
- suitable for horses of all ages from foals to adult
- reduces damage to the colonocytes by the bacterially produced anionic sulphides
- works synergistically with the horse’s own healing mechanisms in the maintenance of optimum digestion, contains natural stress reducers
- suitable for mares in the last 2 weeks of pregnancy

PURIFY GEL®
Organs detoxified and blood building.
- efficiently detoxifies the liver, kidneys and the entire digestive tract
- boosts the immune system on a multiple number of levels
- fights and incapacitates many viruses and fungi
- rapid recovery from all infections aided
- actively aids the repair and regeneration of vital detoxifying organs
- used from the start of ‘the season’ and during hard training and racing Purify will help protect the liver
- provides bone marrow support.

TRACE-GEL®
The ultimate in mineral technology for Mare, Foal & Young stock.
- uniquely formulated and structured around M.A.A.C.’s to ensure the maximum bio-availability of copper and other essential trace minerals, even in the presence of excess sulphur & molybdenum
- the synergistic blend of minerals provides the following properties:
  - all skeletal bone deposition maximised
  - epiphysitis & joint problems minimised
  - conception mineral levels boosted
  - muscle building maximised
  - stress reduction enhanced
  - anti-oxidation properties boosted
  - absorption of all the minerals has been so formulated and adjusted to be independent of the feeding regimes

TRACE-BOOST LIQUID®
- a highly palatable liquid mineral combination using recently developed super bi-available metal amino acid chelates that by-pass interference from molybdenum and ensure that copper utilisation is maximised under all circumstances
- conceptual mineral levels maximised
- skeletal bone development boosted by the action of this synergistic mineral blend
- development of bone and joint problems i.e. epiphysitis and OCD/DOD minimised
- muscle building enhanced and stress reduction parameters catered for
- mineral absorption has been formulated to be compatible and independent of feeding.